
 Social Innovator’s Toolbox 
 (INCO 505B for UNH/University of Record students; 4-credit course) 
 Fall 2018 Course Syllabus 
 

Lead Instructor 

Sara Minard, PhD., Chief Program Officer | 781-817-3795 
Office Hours Friday 3:00-4:30 pm and by appointment 
sara.minard@collegeforsocialinnovation.org 
 

Course Overview 

The College for Social Innovation’s mission is to educate and inspire the next generation of problem solvers 
(you!) to tackle humanity’s tough challenges. The goal of this course, titled Social Innovator’s Toolbox, is to 
expose students to the concepts and practices associated with social innovation and social entrepreneurship – 
i.e., the development and growth of new, sustainable, and scalable approaches to the major social economic, 
and environmental challenges facing society, as encapsulated in the United Nations Sustainable Development 
Goals. Students will learn a variety of tools and methods used for the development, implementation, 
management, and assessment of social solutions that they will be able to use over the course of their careers.  
 

Course Components  

The College for Social Innovation Curriculum 
framework (right) was developed after more than a 
year of research, testing and iteration.  
 
We chose these eight competency areas because 
they match the following three criteria:  

1) identified by employers across all industries 
as skills entry level employees need that they 
often do not have when they graduate from 
college;  

2) recognized by the broader social impact 
community as key skills for change-makers;  

3) mostly not taught in traditional college classrooms and/or best learned experientially. 
 
This course provides a grounded theory and policy counterweight to the Social Innovation Fellowship and 
Becoming a Problem Solver course.  This discussion-led, practical course will emphasize the systemic, 
interdisciplinary, and cross-sector nature of both the problems and solutions that inhibit scaling social impact. 
 
The Social Innovator’s Toolbox course is taught every Wednesday evening from 4:00-7:00 pm and is focused 
on  social innovation challenges, trends and strategies, while also drawing upon human-centered design 
research, storytelling, and data-driven insights. Please see the related Course Outline below and the online 
syllabus in Schoology for a detailed breakdown of classes. 
 
Student learning will be assessed primarily through reading, writing, and design research assignments 
building off of their internship experiences – from a stakeholder and ecosystem map, to organizational 
analyses like problem framing, theory of change and impact value chain, to data visualization and systems 
mapping to understand the metrics used by the host organization to manage and evaluate their social impact. 
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The final project is a “portfolio” of these design tools and frameworks developed in consultation with their 
host organization mentors, beneficiaries and clients. This iterative approach will prepare students with the 
skills to communicate the usefulness of these tools, and the knowledge to apply them to both their individual 
Special Projects for their host organization and their Human Centered Design Challenge for the Becoming a 
Problem Solver course. The design research activities for this class will require students to set aside some time 
during their internships to collect data through observation and interviews, in addition to preparing reading and 
short writing assignments for class discussion. 
 

What You Can Expect 

College for Social Innovation believes in experiential, project-based learning, in the classroom and out. The Social 
Innovator’s Toolbox is designed to feel substantially different from a typical undergraduate university course, with 
an emphasis on interactive, applied design thinking, self-discovery, professional skill building, collaborative 
teamwork, storytelling, and qualitative research and data analysis – all with the aim to prepare Social Innovation 
Fellows to think and work like entrepreneurs driven by social purpose to create lasting positive impact, both within 
their Semester in the City internships, and as citizens in the society-at-large. 
 
Students should expect to spend on average between one to three hours a week to prepare for each class 
meeting. Preparation will involve reading short academic papers, articles, blog posts, and videos, preparing short 
writing assignments, leading class discussions, and conducting design research with organizations and their 
beneficiaries. All assignments and grading rubrics are posted on Schoology, and any changes in assignments will be 
communicated at least one week prior to class. It is the student’s responsibility, however, to check this regularly. 
 
Our weekly sessions are broken up into four “parts”, which coincide with the course assignments: 
 

● Part I: Introduction and Context (Stakeholder and Ecosystem analysis) 
o Nature of Innovation and History of Social Change 
o Definition of “Social” Innovation and how it relates to the Sustainable Development Goals 
o Context Matters - Case Studies on Positive Deviance 

● Part II: Organizational Perspective (Problem Frame, Theory of Change, Impact Value Chain) 
o (Re)Framing the Question: Inclusion as a Design “Constraint” 
o Framing the Problem & Participatory Co-Design of Solutions 
o Measuring Success: How Do We Know If It Is Working? (Midterm review) 

● Part III: Beneficiary/Client Perspective (Visual Narrative with Data Insights on Measurable Impacts) 
o Challenges to Scaling Effective Solutions 
o Putting Data to Use: Seeing The Changing World of Work (Social Sector) 
o Transforming Food Systems (Private Sector) 
o Funding Social Outcomes (Public Sector) 

● Part IV: Putting It All Together (Entrepreneurial Thought & Action for Impact) 
o Systemic Change: Evidence & Storytelling 
o Social innovations and “tri-sector athletes” 
o Final Presentations, Feedback and Reflections 
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Methods of Instruction 

 A. Teaching Approach and Commitment 
Approach. This course reflects my commitment to advance the field of social innovation. It is helpful, therefore, to                  
share my teaching philosophy, which includes the following principles: 
  
● Learning is by definition interdisciplinary, and global in nature; scientific inquiry is evidence-based and iterative; 
● Student success is through experiential learning, reflection and active engagement;         
● Theory and history are foundational means for understanding, with the end goal being a positive, measurable                 
impact on underserved people and creating sustainable, resilient communities; 
● Problems associated with poverty are systemic with political barriers that sometimes present viable              
opportunities for innovative enterprise solutions, and when partnered with effective government, reach more             
people; 
● I expect the best from students, and believe that every student will take away from the class the equivalent to                     
what s/he/they give to the class. 
  
Commitment. My commitment as an educator is to learn from and with you. I am committed to transparent                  
teaching; this means that I am interested in how you learn as much as what you learn; it means that there should                      
be no surprises in what I expect from your work when evaluating it; it means you should be clear about what I am                       
asking you to do, i.e., the task, and why you should be doing it, i.e. the purpose. I will ask for your ideas when                        
developing some grading criteria throughout the semester, and always remain open to your suggestions for how to                 
improve the course. Please do not wait until the end of the semester to share your thoughts and concerns on any                     
aspect of the course with me.  
 
B. Informing Classroom and Online Discussions 
Students will examine research, texts, videos, and cases regarding social innovation concepts and engage in               
student-led analysis and discussion. Readings, including a variety of case studies and additional material, will be                
made available throughout the course. It is, however, expected that students will use a great many other resources                  
to assist in learning, including primary research, and stay abreast of the trends in the social impact space. 
 
C. Internship Moments! 
Your work experience is an integral part of our collective knowledge as a class. I invite students to let me know                     
when they have an “internship moment” they would like to share as it relates to a topic under discussion, and I will                      
gladly stop to make time for you to share your experiences and insights. Please make your signal known. 
 

Learning Objectives 

Upon completing this course students should be able to: 
 
1. Know yourself as a social change agent: Hone your sense of purpose as you think creatively about 

innovative strategies to solve social problems and end poverty, ensuring a better life for future 
generations.  

2. Identify and evaluate a diverse set of social sector organizations working on tough social problems; 
understand how to measure social impact using data as storytelling. 
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3. Demonstrate knowledge of servant leadership and collaborative teamwork, specifically how to 
communicate clearly and convincingly, how to build coalitions, think in systems, define problems from the 
user perspective, think of “results” as having socio-economic and environmental aspects.  

4. Understand the evolving field of social entrepreneurship and social innovation, and demonstrate how this 
understanding can be used to engage communities and businesses in problem solving. 

5. Apply design principles to crafting and aligning project goals with measurable social impact that harnesses 
all available resources (financial, human, ecological, cultural, technological, spiritual, etc.). 

6. Critically examine how different theories, definitions, and models of social innovation apply to low-income              
contexts, rural and urban, and to different populations, women, girls and minorities, and other specific               
user groups. 

7. Demonstrate how to challenge existing theories and concepts of what business and social sector              
organizations can look like in the 21st century through academically rigorous, creative, critical analysis and               
applied experience. 

 
Over the course of the semester we explore how innovative approaches to asking big questions has allowed for                  
new ways of framing problems and defining solutions. Some examples of the different principles and practices we                 
will look at for effecting social change through innovative design include: 
 

● Participatory research methods for co-design – positive deviance is a term coined by authors in our                
required reading to describe how individuals or groups innovate by deviating from the norm in very                
practical ways; the adjacent possible is another term coined by an author in our required readings to                 
describe how innovations build on existing innovations and open up possibilities for new applications. 

 
● Design tools applied with entrepreneurial principles – from observation, empathy, definition, ideation,            

prototyping and testing – are helpful to prepare innovators with the instincts to design from the user’s                 
perspective in determining what constitutes a sustainable solution to a problem, particularly when working              
in low-resource contexts. The materials we cover place a strong emphasis on the need for asking better                 
questions and a deeper understanding of the range of human motivations and mindsets, from material               
self-interest, altruism, gift and duty, to obligation, reciprocity, justice and collective impact. Questions of              
equity in design become central. 

 
● Integrated models and frameworks for social impact measurement and management - Students will use a               

wide range of models and frameworks to aid them in the completion of the design projects they will be                   
assigned during their Semester in the City. Constant feedback from peers and instructors will be provided                
throughout the semester, and small writing assignments and small group discussions on data collection,              
analysis and visualization will help transform personal and professional reflections about social innovations             
into practice with policy applications. As a class, we will analyze a variety of possible social innovations and                  
develop the ability to critique projects for those most likely to be replicable, scalable, and generate                
significant public benefits. Student teams will engage each other in the development of implementation              
pathways for their projects to ensure they survive the screening process.  

 

What We Expect From You 

✓ Preparation – All success is built on a foundation of hard work; if you are called on and you are unprepared,                     
this will impact your participation grade. Your preparation is evaluated by the quality of your questions                
more than your answers. Every individual assignment you hand in will give you the opportunity to pledge                 
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that the work you are turning in is yours and yours alone. I am committed to your personal development                   
and to your adherence to the highest level of ethics and academic quality. 

 
✓ Planning - Research has demonstrated that, contrary to popular thought, the act of planning is key to                 

entrepreneurial thought and action, as it is for your success in this class. Do not procrastinate or you will                   
not do well. If you see yourself falling behind, do not wait to meet to discuss time management and devise                    
a strategy to handle your workload given all your other commitments. Planning takes time. 

 
✓ Creativity – Social changemakers have the ability to see what others do not, and social innovation often                 

requires the ability to harness untapped skills in others and use these to the benefit of the whole. To                   
succeed, you must engage your creative side, and remain open to challenging your current assumptions               
and beliefs about yourself and society. This includes freezing negative assumptions and adopting a              
“Yes-And” approach when listening to your teammates and discussing ideas. 

 
✓ Respect – Your conduct in class should include being kind, respectful and generous at all times to your                  

fellow students, instructors and guest speakers, considerate of divergent opinions, and fully committed to              
the productive completion of each of our class sessions. This includes your contribution to building strong                
teams and working in collaboration. Listening without judgment and avoiding the temptation to be              
distracted when someone else is talking is the clearest sign of deep respect. 

 
✓ Problem Solving – You are expected to critically analyze, synthesize and evaluate ideas and communicate               

your views clearly and convincingly. When there are things you do not understand or agree with in class                  
discussion, you should always share these with the class, asking open-ended questions for the purpose of                
understanding yourself, so that others may benefit from your questions. 
 

✓ Mindfulness. At the very start of every class we will take five minutes for a mindfulness exercise. This is a                    
time when all electronic equipment and food is put away, and we sit in silence and focus on our breath.                    
These exercises help prepare the mind and body for the activities ahead, and can relieve stress or tension                  
you may be carrying into the classroom, enhancing your ability to stay focused and thoughtful during class                 
discussions. There is ample evidence that mindfulness improves productivity and learning both in the              
classroom and the workplace. Your instructor is involved in a research and teacher training program in this                 
practice. If you are late to class, please wait outside until the end of the mindfulness exercise. Thank you. 

 

Snapshot of Class Schedule  

This is a snapshot of a typical schedule, and it may vary slightly for trips, guest speakers and other events:  
 

● 4:00 pm – Mindfulness (5 minutes of quiet, guided stillness or other presencing activity) 
● 4:05 pm –Week in Review (5-10 minutes check-in on the week at work, local and global news, etc.)  
● 4:15 pm – Student-led reading discussion, lecture, activity, or guest speaker 
● 5:30 pm – Break for dinner 
● 6:00 pm – Team-based activity or guest speaker 
● 6:50 pm – Wrap-up; Give One / Take One; Announcements 

 

Grading Policy 
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Letter grades will be assigned for cumulative points according to the following formula. The baseline for the                 
College for Social Innovation—meets expectations—means that students who have demonstrated overall           
proficiency in the learning outcomes of the course will earn a B level grade. To the extent you exceed                   
expectations in quality of your work, your grade will be a B+ or an A-, depending on the level and frequency of                      
that performance. An A grade is given to those who exceed expectations consistently, or to a significant                 
degree. Receiving a C grade or less will indicate a failure to submit your work on time, to follow instructions, or                     
to simply make the required effort to produce a college-level work product. We take a competency-based                
approach, which means that you are encouraged to take feedback and coaching to improve your work on a                  
weekly basis. Ample opportunities will be given throughout the semester to improve upon iterations of draft                
assignments before they are submitted for a final grade. For all assignments, grading rubrics will be provided                 
to help you understand what is required to meet expectations, and what is required to exceed those                 
expectations. In addition, there are Office Hours on Friday every week for students who need assistance.  
 
93–100% A Exemplary performance 
90–92% A- Consistently above expectations 
87–89% B+ Above expectations, very good 
83–86% B   Meets expectations, good overall performance  
80–82% B- Meets expectations most of the time  
77–79% C+ Mostly meets expectations although below some of 
time 
73–76% C Below expectations but passing  

70–72% C- Below expectations and needs 
improvement 
67–69% D+ Consistently below, but enough to get 
credit 
63–66% D Under performing 
60–62% D- Should consider repeating the course 
< 60% F No credit for the course 

 

Course Assignments 

Assignment Details % Grade 

1. Active Participation Attendance is mandatory. Tardiness in discouraged. Lateness in excess of 
10 minutes from the start of class will be marked as an absence. More 
than 2 unexcused absences* will result in an automatic reduction of half a 
letter grade on your final grade for the course. “Active” class participation 
includes preparing readings, assignments, participating in large and small 
group discussions, and completing in-class exercises. See Active 
Participation Rubric for the breakdown of evaluation criteria, including the 
use of different types of technology during class time. 

20% 

2. Deliverables for Part 1 Stakeholder Mapping and Ecosystem Analysis 

The culmination of the first section of the course will be a PPT deck of 4-5 
slides showing a stakeholder map for a social problem, a systems map of 
the social sector ecosystem, the position of the organization in the social 
impact ecosystem, the alignment of missions and value propositions in the 
ecosystem, while identifying opportunities for cross-sector collaboration. 
The following tools will be reviewed/prepared: 

▪ (10%) Stakeholder analysis, with evidence of mentor input, AND 
▪ (10%) Ecosystem analysis, with evidence of mentor input, OR 
▪ Organizational analysis, with evidence of mentor input, OR 
▪ Systems mapping, with evidence of mentor input 

20% 
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3. Deliverables for Part 2 Organizational Perspective: Problem Frame, Theory of Change, Impact 
Value Chain 

Based on readings, discussions and tools provided during the second part 
of the course, students will prepare another set of 4-5 slides with written 
summaries of their theory of change and impact value chain analysis to be 
discussed with their host organizations. In addition, students will prepare a 
problem tree or problem/opportunity frame or canvas, and a social impact 
canvas. All tools will require host organization feedback to the extent 
possible and presented for feedback during class. See Grading Rubric. 

▪ (10%) Theory of Change and Impact Value Chain analysis AND 
▪ (10%) Problem/Opportunity Frame  

20% 

4. Deliverables for Part 3 Beneficiary/Client Perspective: Visual Narrative with Data Insights on 
Measurable Impacts 

Utilizing information from lectures, readings and research, students will 
create a data visualization artifact that connects to their first set of tools 
with new knowledge to tell the organization’s social impact story using 
both qualitative and quantitative data. Prior to the final part of the course, 
students submit a 1-page summary that describe their visual narrative and 
reflects on the experience in terms of social impact management and 
measurement for their host organization. See Grading Rubric for details. 

▪ (10%) Interviews with at least 10 beneficiaries or clients 
▪ (10%) Data preparation and visualization creation 

20% 

5. Final Assignment 
(Deliverables 1-3 tested, 
consolidated & revised) 

Final Portfolio of all methods, models and frameworks, tested & revised 

Students will reflect on the information and tools learned throughout the 
course in  a short (1000 word) written reflection and produce a final 
portfolio of 5-7 slides of the chosen methods and tools they have finalized 
in close consultation with their host organization. During the final class 
meeting, each student will present their “portfolio” of tools and share the 
experience of iterating with these tools alongside their mentor, how they 
adapted them to meet actual needs, what new tools their mentors taught 
them, etc. See Grading Rubric for additional details. 

20% 

  

*Unexcused Absences: If you need to miss a class session for any reason, you must get permission from the instructor in 
advance of class. If your reason for being absent is not accepted (i.e., it is not a health, work, family or other urgent 
matter), then you will be marked absent, and it will be your responsibility to get caught up on missed assignments. 
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Course Schedule  
(NOTE: Topics, speakers and assignments are all subject to change; please refer to Schoology for changes and 
updates) 

Unit Date 
Locatio

n 
Session 
Theme 

Key Questions & Concepts Readings/Homework Due 

Part 
1 

9/12 
Video 
Conf. 
Room 

Nature of 
Innovation 
and History of 
Social Change 
 

❒ How will this class compare to 
other aspects of my Semester in 
the City experience?  

❒ How can the same problem look 
different to different people? 

❒ How can systems thinking lead us 
to look at problems differently?  

❒ Open discussion with a short 
personal reflection of thoughts 
about innovation, social change 
and achieving the SDGs. This 
written assignment will be 
repeated at the end of the 
semester. 

● Review Syllabus 
● Watch Steven Johnson’s two TED 

Talks “How Play Leads to Great 
Inventions”: 
https://www.ted.com/talks/steve
n_johnson_how_play_leads_to_g
reat_inventions/up-next?languag
e=en ; “Where Good Ideas Come 
From” 
https://www.ted.com/talks/steve
n_johnson_where_good_ideas_c
ome_from/up-next?language=en 

●  Think about discussion questions 
for Eric Schwarz (choose student 
discussants for next week) 

9/19 
Video 
Conf. 
Room 

Definition of 
“Social” 
Innovation 
and how it 
relates to the 
SDGs 

❒ What lessons can be learned about 
what makes an innovation “social” 
and the role of social change 
agents throughout history?  

❒ What defines "social"? How do the 
SDGs relate to social innovation?  

❒ How do we know what moves 
systems change?  

❒ What are some social innovations 
worth exploring? What are your 
favorite social innovations?  

❒ Guest speaker: Eric Schwarz, CEO 
and Co-Founder, CfSI 

● Schwarz, E. (2014). The 
Opportunity Equation, pp. 
103-118 

● Phills Jr., J., Deiglmeier, K., Miller, 
D. (2008). Rediscovering Social 
Innovation. Stanford Social 
Innovation Review. 
https://ssir.org/articles/entry/red
iscovering_social_innovation  

● UN SDG website: https: 
//sustainabledevelopment.un.org
/sdgs 

● OPTIONAL: Williams, B. & 
Hummelbrunner, R. (2010). 
Systemic Questioning in Systems 
Concepts in Action: A 
Practitioner's Toolkit, pp. 
284-291.  

9/26 
Video 
Conf. 
Room 

Context 
Matters - Case 
Studies on 
Positive 
Deviance 

❒ Which levers for change are most 
effective in addressing a particular 
problem? 

❒ How does context play a 
determinant role in whether or not 
these levers can be pulled within a 
socio-ecological model? 

❒ How can we practice 
understanding more about 
different types of social 
innovations, i.e., Positive Deviants? 

● Come with a first draft of your 
stakeholder map and ecosystem 
analysis for feedback in class. 

● The Power of Positive Deviance 
(Richard Pascale, Jerry Sternin 
and Monique Sternin) -- Divide 
class into 6 groups, each reads 
one chapter 

● Think about discussion questions 
for guest speaker (choose 
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student discussants for next 
week) 

Part 
2 

10/3 
Video 
Conf. 
Room 

(Re)Framing 
the Question: 
Inclusion as a 
Design 
Constraint 

❒ What questions (problem) is your 
host organization trying to answer 
(solve)? 

❒ How do you know if you’re solving 
the “right” problem?  

❒ What is the difference between 
qualitative and quantitative data 
collection methods for finding 
truth? 

❒ Group work on framing the 
questions and developing data 
collection methodologies 

❒ Guest speaker: To be confirmed 

● Deliverables Part 1 Due on 
Schoology and Presented in Class 

● A More Beautiful Question 
(Warren Berger), Introduction 

● Project Innovation Toolkit: Read 
& Download Tools on Questions: 
http://www. 
socialinnovationtoolkit.com/ques
tion.html  

● Racism and Inequity are design 
products, by EquityXDesign: 
https://medium.com/equity-desi
gn/racism-and-inequity-are-prod
ucts-of-design-they-can-be-redesi
gned-12188363cc6a  

● Think about discussion questions 
for guest speaker (choose 
student discussants for next 
week) 

10/10 
Comm. 
Room 

Framing the 
Problem & 
Participatory 
Co-Design of 
Solutions 

❒ How do social innovators think 
differently?  

❒ How do you know your solution to 
a problem is the best solution? 

 

● Taplin, D.H., Clark, H. (2012). 
Theory of Change Basics: A 
Primer on Theory of Change. 

● Theory of Change Toolkit: 
http://diytoolkit. 
org/tools/theory-of-change/ 

● OPTIONAL: Acknowledge (2003). 
Guided Example: Project 
Superwomen.  

● Think about discussion questions 
for guest speaker (choose 
student discussants for next 
week) 

10/17 
West 
Room 

Measuring 
Success: How 
Do We Know 
If It Is 
Working? 

❒ How does the work you’re doing in 
host organizations relate to a 
broader theory of change? 

❒ How can a strong TOC help an 
organization achieve its mission? 

❒ What are possible limitations of a 
TOC document? 

❒ How does the definition of success 
hinge on? What constitutes 
evidence of success? 

❒ Guest speaker: TBC 

● Come with a first draft of your 
problem frame, ToC and Impact 
Value Chain assignment for 
feedback and revision in class. 

● designkit.org 
http://www.servicedesigntools.or
g 

● Think about discussion questions 
for guest speaker (choose 
student discussants for next 
week) 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Part 

10/24 
East 
Room 

Challenges to 
Scaling 
Effective 
Solutions: 
Climate 
Change 

❒ How can the same data tell two 
completely different stories? 

❒ When does data become scientific 
opinion? 

❒ Can the use of data ever be truly 
objective? 

● Deliverables Part 2 Due on 
Schoology and Presented in Class 

● Losing Earth, New York Times 
Magazine: 
https://www.nytimes.com/intera
ctive/2018/08/01/magazine/clim
ate-change-losing-earth.html 
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3 ❒ Guest speaker: Dan Restuccia, 
Burning Glass Technologies 

● Dees, Anderson & Wei-Skillern, 
“Scaling Social Impact” SSIR 
Spring 2004 https://ssir. 
org/articles/entry/scaling_social_
impact 

● OPTIONAL: McCandless, D. 
(2010), TED Talk on the Beauty of 
Data Visualization. 
https://www.ted.com/talks/david
_mccandless_the_beauty_of_dat
a_visualization 

10/31 NO CLASS - HALLOWEEN   

11/7 
West 
Room 

Putting Data 
to Use: Seeing 
the Changing 
World of 
Work (Social 
Sector) 

❒ What are the right questions to ask 
of the data? 

❒ How do some people leverage data 
to drive policy decisions? 

❒ What does Raj Chetty’s data tell us 
about the American Dream? 

❒ How can data tell us about the 
value of work?  

❒ What other stories can we tell with 
data about the 21st Century 
workforce? 

● OPTIONAL: Hans Rosling TED talk 
on data visualization 

● Read: Raj Chetty, et al. "Who 
becomes an inventor in 
America?" 
http://www.equality-of-opportun
ity. 
org/assets/documents/inventors
_summary.pdf 

● Read: Fruchterman, J. (Summer, 
2016). Using Data for Action and 
for Impact. Stanford Social 
Innovation Review.  

● OPTIONAL: Desouza, K.C. & 
Smith, K.L., (2014). Big Data for 
Social Innovation, Stanford Social 
Innovation Review.  

● OPTIONAL: Leonhardt, D. (2016). 
The American Dream, Quantified 
at Last. The New York Times.  

● OPTIONAL:  Opportunity Nation 
(2014). Opportunity Since 1970: A 
Historical report. 

● Think about discussion questions 
for guest speaker (choose 
student discussants for next 
week) 

11/14 
Video 
Conf. 
Room 

Transforming 
Food Systems 
(Private 
Sector) 

❒ How can data be used effectively to 
communicate and create buy-in 
from stakeholders? 

❒ What are tools and best practices 
for visualizing data? 

❒ Guest speaker: Josh Trautwein, 
Fresh Truck 
https://www.linkedin.com/in/josh
trautwein 

● Come with a first draft of your 
visual narrative of measurable 
impacts assignment for feedback 
and revision in class. 

● Neira, M. (2016). Data 
Visualization: A Tool for Social 
Change.  

● "Can planet Earth feed 10 Billion 
People?" by Charles Mann, in The 
Atlantic, March 2018 Issue 
https://www.theatlantic. 
com/magazine/archive/2018/03/
charles-mann-can- 
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planet-earth-feed-10-billion-peop
le/550928/  

● Think about discussion questions 
for guest speaker (choose 
student discussants for next 
class) 

 11/21 
NO CLASS - 
THANKSGIVING 

 
 

Part 
4 

11/28 
Comm. 
Room 

Funding Social 
Outcomes 
(Public Sector) 

❒ What are the most important 
indicators of opportunity? 

❒ How does intersectionality factor 
into problems and solutions? 

❒ What can we learn from current 
social innovators in this space? 

❒ Guest Speaker: John Grossman, 
Third Sector Capital Partners 

● Deliverables Part 3 Due on 
Schoology and Presented in Class 

● Ross Baird "The Innovation 
Blindspot" - download and read 
the introduction "The-Innovation- 
Blind-Spot-Introduction-Excerpt.p
df" 

● Social Finance case study 
● NPFF Data (PPT) 
● Manzi and Baron articles 

12/5 
East 
Room 

Systemic 
Change: 
Evidence & 
Storytelling 

❒ Using an ecosystem perspective, 
what are opportunities to affect 
the challenges of achieving the 
SDGS? 

❒ What can we learn from your 
organization on the local level 
about systems change? 

● Come with a first draft of your 
final portfolio of tools and 
analytical summary for 
feedback. 

● Readings to be assigned 
● OPTIONAL: Nidumolu, R., 

Prahalad, C.K., &; Rangaswami, 
M.R. (2009). Why sustainability is 
now the key drive of innovation. 
Harvard Business Review.  

12/12 
West 
Room 

Tri-sector 
solutions & 
“trisector 
athletes”: 
Leading the 
future now 

❒ What are the issues that need 
tri-sector skills sets more than 
ever? 

❒ How does the work of your host 
organization look different to you 
now than it did at the beginning of 
the semester? 

❒ What tools can you leverage to 
continue your personal journey as 
a social innovator and social 
problem solver? 

❒ Group work and cross-fertilization 
across teams; discussion final 
readings and how to include data 
into final portfolio 

 

● Deliverables Part 4 Due on 
Schoology and Presented in Class 

● http://www.frogdesign. 
com/work/frog-collective-action-
toolkit.html 

●  OPTIONAL: Hannah-Jones, N. 
(2015) The Problem We All Live 
With Part 1 & 2, This American 
Life Podcast. 
https://www.thisamericanlife.org
/562/the-problem-we-all-live-wit
h-part-one  

12/13 
& 

12/14 
TBC SHOWCASE!!!  
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